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Don Bradman: 1Don Bradman: 1

• I never once saw him show disapproval, even 
by the faintest gesture, of an umpire’s 
decision. (Jack Fingleton, 1946)

• The Board [of Control’s] legislation means 
that they are able to dictate to players the 
means by which they shall earn a living….To 
my mind the board was never meant to have 
powers directing the business activities of 
players. (Bradman’s statement 1932)



Don Bradman: 2Don Bradman: 2

• Passed the New South Wales Cricket 
Umpires’ Association's examination 

• ‘...he did not consider himself a complete 
cricketer until he had thoroughly understood 
the laws and their interpretation’ (Irving 
Rosenwater)



Infrastructure investment mattersInfrastructure investment matters

• Backbone services - macro-economic role
• Capital intensive and long-lived investments
• Regulation can distort investment

– incentives to invest
– lumpiness
– capital-labour choices

• Input or output regulation? The key question



First dialogue 1: RegulatorFirst dialogue 1: Regulator
• I believe in output regulation, but I must still 

interest myself in your investment 
• I need to understand your investment 

programme for the next periodic review
• I’ll have to make you share past gains
• I’m worried about letting you decide what 

risks to take about maintenance?
• I wonder if you are really scared by fines
• Remember, I’ll get the political flak if you fail



First dialogue 2: CompanyFirst dialogue 2: Company
• Price cap regulation gives us the necessary 

flexibility, and the right incentives
• We accept the performance targets
• Then if we deliver, what’s the problem?
• Your threats of clawback are a real 

disincentive
• Now you’re talking of ex post rewards and 

penalties - how will this work?
• And the scale of your demands for statistical 

returns!



First dialogue 3: RegulatorFirst dialogue 3: Regulator
• But don’t we agree that ignorance is unhelpful 

to both of us
• Remember the arguments we had around the 

last periodic review
• Now we can solve them by objective analysis 

of the outturn
• My expert advisers will help me
• You’ll gain from the greater certainty



First dialogue 4: CompanyFirst dialogue 4: Company

• I am always pleased when you try to 
understand my business!

• But who can ever know the real basis for 
capital savings

• Shouldn’t we be looking forward not back
• Let’s concentrate on what the customers want
• Better network prices will help signal that



First dialogue 5: RegulatorFirst dialogue 5: Regulator

• I do think we should be working together on 
network pricing

• Markets are a good thing. 
• But they have their limitations
• And your are still a monopolist. 
• I am afraid I can’t let you just charge what you 

want



First dialogue 6: CompanyFirst dialogue 6: Company

• Why can’t you trust me? I’ve got to satisfy  
customers too you know



First dialogue 7: RegulatorFirst dialogue 7: Regulator

• Maybe, but look what happened last time. 
You cut investment and took risks



First dialogue 8: CompanyFirst dialogue 8: Company

• But that’s the incentives working!



First dialogue 9: RegulatorFirst dialogue 9: Regulator

• If you used some economic principles to plan 
you investment we might be able to agree

• I need to understand what customers want. 
Maybe they want a precautionary approach



First dialogue 10: CompanyFirst dialogue 10: Company

• So where does this leave us?



Fisrt dialogue 11: RegulatorFisrt dialogue 11: Regulator

• In agreement about the broad principles I 
think!



Output regulationOutput regulation

• Limited role for market signals
• Price controls provide basis for the financing 

of  investment
• Review of investment needs when price cap 

is reviewed:
– outturn over last period
– needs for investment and capital 

maintenance over the next



Worries about output regulationWorries about output regulation
• Failures take time to show
• Company may not understand the links 

between capital stock and performance
• Today’s managers may not be sufficiently 

accountable
• Consumers may have a different view of risks 

- e.g. the precautionary principle
• Regulator, as well as the company, has to 

justify the risk trade-off



CustomersCustomers’’ needsneeds

• What aspects of service matter?
• Relationship between asset registers and 

service quality
• Proactive versus reactive maintenance



Investment reviewsInvestment reviews

• At the periodic review
• During the price control
• At the next review
• Regulators require

– annual reports
– outturn versus projected spend
– explanation of variance
– reports on achieved outputs



AlternativesAlternatives

• Benchmarking and comparative efficiency
• Interim determinations
• Automatic pass through
• Annual reviews rather than 5 year price caps
• Danger of investment planning
• Depends on public reactions and 

expectations
• Need to know public attitude to risk



Second dialogue 1: RegulatorSecond dialogue 1: Regulator
• I have to tell you that I regard you as having 

an ‘essential facility’
• I want you to provide access to others
• As you know I’m really keen to get 

competition going
• That means letting service providers have 

access
• I’m not too bothered about their own 

infrastructure investment



Second dialogue 2: CompanySecond dialogue 2: Company
• Hang on. What’s in this for my shareholders?
• Why should I invest if others take all the 

‘rent’?
• The technological choices are very delicately 

balanced
• If you force us to provide access, we’ll need 

to reconsider our R&D
• All the innovation will be done by others. Is 

that how you want it?



Second dialogue 3: RegulatorSecond dialogue 3: Regulator

• I agree it’s difficult. Let’s work together to 
understand the options

• I would be worried if you felt that any access 
terms didn’t give you the right incentive

• Tell me your views on what I should do
• You must realise, however, that I can’t hang 

around for long!



Second dialogue 4: CompanySecond dialogue 4: Company

• I’m glad you mentioned the access terms 
• I hope you’ll remember how a non-regulated 

company would view the market
• If there is rapid technological change, it would 

want to get its investment back quickly
• Can I can trust you to do the same? 
• I’m worried by all these TELRICs and MEAs 
• I feel pretty uncertain about how they’ll be 

applied. Looks like more risk to me



Second dialogue 5: RegulatorSecond dialogue 5: Regulator

• I’ll do all I can. Trust me!



Investing for AccessInvesting for Access

• Where is innovation expected?
• Is the network an ‘essential facility’?
• Should we aim to duplicate infrastructures or 

is it best to require wholesale offerings?



Accounting principlesAccounting principles

• LRIC-based prices are forward-looking
• Need to provide for Financial Capital 

Maintenance (FCM)
• Modern equivalent assets (MEA) - right in 

principle, but in practice…..?
• Alternative routes to FCM
• Role of option values



Third dialogue 1: CompanyThird dialogue 1: Company

• As you know, we’ve always accepted the 
need for more CAPEX efficiency

• And you like competition don’t you?
• We think that sub-contracting is the answer
• Several firms want to bid to run our network, 

we’ll chose the best



Third dialogue 2: RegulatorThird dialogue 2: Regulator

• Hold on. I’ve got some questions. I’m worried 
that this is a risky path

• How are you going to chose the sub-
contractor? I’d like a say. 

• Remember what the text books say about the 
dangers of adverse selection

• And what if the sub-contractor fails to deliver. 
You’re still the licence holder you know.



Third dialogue 3: CompanyThird dialogue 3: Company

• Don’t worry, we’ve thought about all this
• We won’t choose the wrong firm
• We will maintain our own back-up just in case 

things do go wrong
• And we won’t allow further sub-contracting or 

divided responsibilities
• There’ll be one sub-contractor for each area



Third dialogue 4: Regulator Third dialogue 4: Regulator 

• OK. But I still need more detail



Third dialogue 5: CompanyThird dialogue 5: Company

• Fine, but we need to talk about how you’ll 
react

• I’d like to argue that the bidding process will 
do you job for you

• Also you’ll understand that we would be in 
real trouble if you changed the rules after 
we’d let the contract



Third dialogue 6: RegulatorThird dialogue 6: Regulator

• I see the problem. But can you really expect 
me just to disappear?

• And how long is your contract? Not longer 
than the periodic review cycle, I hope



Third dialogue 7: CompanyThird dialogue 7: Company

• Ideally, we do want to get long contracts. 
• It would be inefficient if we kept on re-

contracting
• After all we accept that it won’t be easy to 

change managers



Third dialogue 8: RegulatorThird dialogue 8: Regulator

• We both need to think about this very hard
• I realise that some sub-contracting will be 

optimal
• But I suspect there may be limits
• Let’s both see what’s happening elsewhere in 

the world



SubSub--contractingcontracting

• All firms will sub-contract to some extent
• Problems of defining clear lines of 

responsibility
• Need to insure against non-delivery
• How should the regulator react?
• Continuing regulatory role likely



ConclusionConclusion

• Need for regulatory expertise
• Detailed intervention in investment 

programme may unfortunately sometimes be 
needed

• But beware of excessive intervention
• Network regulation is very difficult (and a 

long-term problem)
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